Performing Arts:
Kinder & 1st
Standards Covered:
CATEGORY:

Assignments

STANDARD:

VOCAL:

See Worksheet Below

Vocal- 2.3- Move or verbalize to
demonstrate awareness of beat,
tempo, dynamics, and melody
Vocal- 2.2- Sing age-appropriate
songs from memory.

DANCE:

See Worksheet Below

Dance- 4.1- Explain basic features
that distinguish one kind of dance
from another
Dance- 1.1 & 1.2- Move in a variety
of directed ways & Imitate the
movements shown.

ACTING:

See Worksheet Below

Theatre- 1.2- Observe and describe
the traits of a character.
Theatre- 2.1- Perform imitative
movements, rhythmical activities,
and theatre games

VISUAL:

See Worksheet Below

Visual- 2.2- Demonstrate beginning
skill in the use of tools and
processes, such as the use of
scissors, glue, and paper in creating
a three-dimensional construction.

Step into a whole new world and learn about Performing Arts with “Aladdin!”
Click the link below to watch the live performance of “Aladdin.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-gLbgpzCc8

Now it’s time for you to share your reflections about the show. We want to
hear what you thought about the singing, dancing, acting, and visual arts!

Assignment #1 : Reflections
Grab a sheet of paper, a pencil, and a family member and let’s get started!

1) What was your favorite song and how did it
make you feel? (My favorite song was
_______________ and it made me feel.)
Replay the song you chose and clap out the
tempo (Have someone at home help you stay
on rhythm) How did you do?

2) Who was your favorite character, and why?
(My favorite character was _____________
because _________________.)

3) This show has so many puppets! Puppets
are controlled by puppeteers, who move them
and perform their voices. Some of the puppets
were Iago the bird, a camel, and even an
elephant! Did you have a favorite puppet? (My
favorite puppet was _____________________
because it could ______________________.)

4) Look at the way the characters move- what
styles of dance do you see? Where in the
world might you see people dancing like that?
(I saw _______________________ types of
moves in the dances. Many people that live in
_______________________ dance like that.)

Assignment #2: Creative
If you could put a new puppet into the show, what would you create? Make
your own puppet with household materials! Use the link below to give you
inspiration and show you how to build your own puppet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuDx5ivJQNI

OK, now, it’s showtime!
Throw on a costume! Build a pretend set with what you have at home and
perform your favorite song for the whole family with your puppet.

Feel free to record yourself performing and share the videos with your
Performing Arts Instructors!

